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NEW TIME (THE SOLSTICE WELL) 4

LET THE TIME FOR REVENGE AWAKEN!

Do you feel dumb and fooled? You are on the track of something.

 

 

The claimed "trap" and "plan" the foe sells you is also in itself a murdering weapon. The power tools that

represented by the foe´s thoroughly false "authority" where the thievery of our lives, our history, our words

and finally with the attempts to kill our Önd must for all time be hindered.

 

It is not a mirage that many of the foremost in our world are discouraged, oppressed and killed. This is really

not a new phenomenon we mainly can see in the closest proximity of time. The murdering of intellectuals

and the revolutions aimed to seize power; in the false light of wanting to help the poor and weak is just a

little part of the falsehood. The hard hunt after the monarchy, schamans and the "natural folk"; which all are

Allfathers and The Gods loved children that with the gifts from the higher knowledge helped strong as weak

to survive in The War of all Wars is still ongoing. We are the truly innocent with The Rights; the highest

and foremost in our owned world, that get false hatred for our innocence and our higher knowledge. The

Illusion will now die. New Time is here.

 

THERE IS A HIDDEN LINK BETWEEN ALL THE HIGHEST FOLK OF KNOWLEDGE AND BLOOD:

ALLFATHER ODIN.

 

The foe's arse licking and death threats without any greater effort other than with force the fooled to their

false, twisted and empty words; which after taste and pleasure drag down and search for to mock the strong

as well as the weak. The result is of course severely emotionally broken nutcases; The deprived at the

bottom of life´s ladder without any hope or own thoughts. These deprived are fooled in believing that The

Gods and humanity doesn't exist as a unity; That Life only matters for others as they are "free" to their own

demise, deadly stupidity and filthy perversions. The Mights are transformed with logical somersaults to

becoming symbolical and just stories and this gives that their inner is like a retarded child where it tries to

understand good and evil by "sensing" if something is positive or negative in an illusion regarding

differences in "energies"... Tragic.

 

The weak in mind wish to believe that they steer their choices and opportunities with the very meagre

knowledge they have in a sort of inner and cosmical egoistical psychological struggle between light and

darkness. All the nonsense their lying life carry are truly too comical to even comment... But, now we have

passed that. The fooled wishes so to be right, but just have and is just wrong. They lack morals set in

highness and realities as they have been fooled to believe they can be forgiven for all their filthy misdeeds;

and in a limitless dumbness refuse the insight that they are reborn to be a murdering weapon against their

own people with their "different" degrees of extreme dumbness and perversion.

 

Many others are just beaten down and hide in being "inoffensive" and suffer for an "inherent" sin that never



was committed by The Gods' kindred. You can now wake up without the foes forced upon and false guilt to

a new life in the highest. Live in Truth.

 

The foes have no suffering, and really no kind of rights; they are intruders in our own owned world and

owns nothing. Viet has not any claimed "debts" or "sins" in fighting for our owned world and perverted are

ruled out of having any share in our world.

 

LET THE TIME FOR REVENGE AWAKEN!
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